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LASERWAR equipment is the key to your business success
LASERWAR is trusted by laser tag club owners in 76 countries. We have executed more than 25000 orders during the period of 10 years of work on the market. Opening a laser 
tag club is a huge step. The success of a new business largely depends on the choice of the equipment supplier. When buying expensive equipment, you should be sure that it 
will not let you down during the first months of work and will provide the club with a constant flow of customers and you - with growing profits. 

LASERWAR is trusted by laser tag club owners 
in 76 countries. We have executed more than 
25000 orders during the period of 10 years of 
work on the market.



Why do laser tag professionals choose Laserwar?

LASERWAR is the only company
on the market with offline, online
and real time statistics on different
specialized platforms. Each technology
comes with unique software. In this way,
you get a complete technological
solution supporting any kind of
laser tag business.

Advanced 
technology

We offer 36 additional laser tag devices.
They will help to implement any scenarios
and make the games exciting and realistic.
For the sake of new vivid impressions,
players will return to your club over
and over again.

Unique 
"smart" devices

Prism and Parallax are the first Russian
optical laser tag systems certified
in accordance with Russian GOSTs.
Their safety is proven and confirmed
by regulatory documents. Range tests
proved the effectiveness of our optics:
the range for snipers is up to 600 meters
in cloudy weather. The newest
Parallax system has a 25-50% increase
in range and a three-fold increase
in accuracy compared to Prism.
The quality of our optical systems
is a great opportunity for your laser tag club.

Precise optics

Our equipment is compatible with
international gaming protocols, including
Miles Tag 2. No matter where in the world
you come across our taggers, you can use
the devices everywhere. This means that
regional championships can be brought
to the international and even world level.

Universality

At your service - 75 models of weapons,
including its the unique devices of the
company: AK-12LT Predator and
MP9-LT Phoenix. You will be able
to choose equipment for players
of all ages, genders and levels of training. 

Best equipment range
on the market

All components of the game sets are
thoroughly tested before they are
available for sale: safety tests, tests
in various weather and climate conditions.
The result of the research was a successful
completion of the GOST R, CE certification.
You can be sure that the equipment
is completely harmless, meets high
international standards and will withstand
intensive operation.

Security

All the equipment - from
the manufacturing of printed
boards to testing of finished
products is made on the company
premises by professional
employees and passes strict
quality control before the final
shipment to the client.

Full cycle
production



Why buy Laserwar equipment?

LASERWAR develops unique software
for its equipment. It is installed on a PC
or tablet and allows you to set up the
necessary parameters of the weapon 
in a couple of clicks and quickly read
the game stats. The LASERWAR 10th
generation online configurator allows
you to do all that online. It is updated
automatically, so you don't have to worry
about software updates. We provide
the software to our customers
absolutely free of charge. 

Free software

We have created an extensive
network of service centers.
You don't have to spend money
sending equipment to us. Repairs
and maintenance can be carried
out at the nearest service center 
to your club. 

Support

Our principle: a big order - a big discount.
For several years we have been offering
discounts: "10+2", "15+3", "20+4". A set of
promotional materials that can be used
in the production of any printed souvenirs
is a bonus for any customer. You can pay
for the purchase in instalments.

Promotions and discounts

 LASERWAR offers sets of equipment
for owners with a budget of any level
for both indoor and outdoor laser tag.
Ready-to-use solutions can save you
time and money.

Ready-made sets

The LASERWAR equipment is developed
according to the principle of backward
compatibility. You won't have to spend
a lot of money to upgrade your arsenal.
Our customers can upgrade their
game sets for little money as part of the
upgrade program.

Upgrade option

We are confident in the performance
of the equipment and give a warranty
on the product from 12 to 24 months.
And at the end of the warranty period,
we will always help you with advice
on the business management.
LASERWAR never leaves its customers
alone with the equipment.

Warranty

LASERWAR gives customers
the opportunity to test-drive their
equipment. After 14 days of testing
our products, you will get a complete
overview of the construction,
functionality and design of our products.
It will save you money.

Test drive
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Visit product page
(ht tps:/ / laserwar.com/equipments/addit ional-devices/biathlon-equipment / laser-biathlon- junior-set )

PricesPrices
LASER BIATHLONJUNIOR was successfully tested during the
two big events (The Innovation Day, Moscow City Day). We are
glad to announce LASERTAG BIATHLON JUNIOR has been
officially put in mass production. The main difference from the
previous version is theoptical system. The game set uses a laser
diode (semiconductor) module. Its main characteristics are: -
wave length - 980 nm; -outputoptical power &lt; 1; operating
temperature: from -10&deg; C to + 40&deg; C.

Biathlon rifle $557
Biathlon rifle + biathlon target $855
Biathlon target $299

LASER BIATHLON JUNIOR SETLASER BIATHLON JUNIOR SET

7

https://laserwar.com/equipments/additional-devices/biathlon-equipment/laser-biathlon-junior-set


Visit product page
(ht tps:/ / laserwar.com/equipments/addit ional-devices/biathlon-equipment / laser-biathlon-charger)

PricesPrices
Charging device for laserbiathlongame sets. Jack type is mini-
USB. For safety reasons, we do not recommend to leave the
charging equipment unattended.

Laser Biathlon Charger $12

LASER BIATHLON CHARGERLASER BIATHLON CHARGER
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https://laserwar.com/equipments/additional-devices/biathlon-equipment/laser-biathlon-charger


Visit product page
(ht tps:/ / laserwar.com/equipments/addit ional-devices/biathlon-equipment /biathlon-shoulder-belt )

PricesPrices
This three-point shoulder beltwas specially designed for
biathletes. During the ski racing the rifle is comfortably and
safely fixed on a sportsmans back. Flexible inlays in the belt
strips let a biathlete rapidly take the rifle off and on at the firing
line. The underside of the belt has a buffer Air Mesh lining. The
upper side is covered by durable fabric.Pay attention!The special
mounting screw matches only 2.0 Biathlon BI-7 rifle. Weight 0,25
kg. Strip length 0,9 cm.

Biathlon Shoulder Belt $89

BIATHLON SHOULDER BELTBIATHLON SHOULDER BELT
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https://laserwar.com/equipments/additional-devices/biathlon-equipment/biathlon-shoulder-belt


Visit product page
(ht tps:/ / laserwar.com/equipments/addit ional-devices/biathlon-equipment / laser-biathlon-20-master-set )

PricesPrices
Rifle Classic biathlon rifle is a new mid-range tagger that has
been added to the line of 2. 0 laser biathlon. It has preserved the
weight and dimensions of a biathlon rifle, meaning that it can be
effectively used for training, while being more affordable. The
gun is fitted with a ghost ring and an adjustable dioptre sight.
The stock comes with an adjustable shoulder pad that allows
regulating the rifle to fit the individual needs of a sportsman. The
cheek pad of the stock is adjustable too. The grip is very
comfortable.

Biathlon rifle $1,518
Biathlon rifle + biathlon target $1,816
Biathlon target $298

LASER BIATHLON 2.0 MASTER SETLASER BIATHLON 2.0 MASTER SET
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https://laserwar.com/equipments/additional-devices/biathlon-equipment/laser-biathlon-20-master-set



